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WE STAND OUT

END-TO-END EXCELLENCE

WE ARE GEEKS OF TECHNOLOGY, PASSIONATE ABOUT TECHNOLOGY AND ITS POWER TO MAKE
LIVES RICHER AND EASIER. WE DESIGN CUSTOM SOLUTIONS THAT COMPLEMENT YOUR DESIGN.

GEEKS OF TECHNOLOGY IS A TIGHT-KNIT TEAM OF AUTOMATION ENGINEERING PROFESSIONALS.

TECH SAVVY, OBSESSIVE ATTENTION TO DETAIL, AND ABILITY TO MEET TIGHT DEADLINES HAVE
QUICKLY MADE GEEKS OF TECHNOLOGY, SOUTH FLORIDA’S SMART TECHNOLOGY AUTHORITY
FOR LUXURY HOMES, COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS, INSTITUTIONS AND YACHTS.

WE MANAGE EACH PROJECT IN-HOUSE, FROM START TO FINISH.
THIS APPROACH STREAMLINES CLIENT ACCOUNTABILITY, TEAM COMMUNICATION AND
DECISION-MAKING, WHILE INCREASING QUALITY- AND COST-CONTROL
PROJECT APPROACH:

WE DELIVER 100%

PROJECT PLANNING AND BUDGETING

ENGINEERING AND STRUCTURED CABLING

EQUIPMENT FURNISHING

WHITE-GLOVE INSTALLATION

CUSTOM PROGRAMMING

STELLAR CUSTOMER SUPPORT

LIFESTYLE TECHNOLOGY
WE DESIGN SOLUTIONS AS UNIQUE AS PEOPLE WHO RELY ON THEM

Our lifestyle technology philosophy emphasizes lifestyle enhancement. We start with a
thorough assessment of the physical environment and how you live/work/play today.
We ask about your needs, interests and life activities so we can recommend the ideal
solutions.
Our goal is to exquisitely tailor our systems into your ambiance. Together, we plan for
potential changes that may require future technology upgrades or additions.
Equally important is the purpose of the technology: to empower you as a smart homeowner. Lifestyle technology can provide everything from seamless comfort and entertainment to energy savings and security - conveniently managed with a single touch.

WHY WORK WITH US?
We are a proud South Florida regional leader and innovator in Smart Home Technology,
Commercial Integration and Luxury Marine Technology.
We excel at integrating luxury technology. It’s much more than our profession, it’s our passion.
Geeks of Technology brings an extraordinary ability to seamlessly blend technology into
people’s lives – at home, at work, and at sea.
Architects, Builders and Developers choose GT for our superior design engineering services,
knowing that our projects are delivered on time and on budget.
Discerning Interior Designers trust us to seamlessly integrate our technology with the
ambiance they create.
Homeowners are certain that their new smart systems incorporate gorgeous aesthetics, and
deliver flawless functionality and ease of use.

CALL TODAY FOR A FREE ESTIMATE!

(954) 661-0711
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HOME THEATER
What’s more exciting than an intimate home theater experience
that delivers the audio and visual quality of a state-of-the-art
cinema? GT precisely engineers your designated home theater
room to maximize audio/visual performance. Grab some
popcorn, then sit back and enjoy your own private viewing.

DISTRIBUTED AUDIO
Multi-room audio systems allow for your audio sources to be
played in any or all the rooms. Indoor and outdoor audio
zones can be selected with ease, and music fills every space
like magic. Multiple speaker types – in-walls, in-ceiling,
bookshelves, yard, shower or pool – empower us to design
unique systems, blending in and minimizing the visual impact.

VIDEO DISTRIBUTION
It’s an abundance of video technologies in today’s AV world.
We mastered the coexistence of today’s and tomorrow’s
technologies through Video Distribution. We make it so
transitioning video across spaces, simulcasting or streaming
on multiple displays takes only a simple touch. Did we
mention that it always works? Each time. Consistently.

IT NETWORKS & WiFi
Any smart home system relies on a strong, functioning
infrastructure. At GT, we are professional grade network
builders. We design and install the most reliable wired and
wireless networks, engineered to meet and exceed the
demands of any smart home or business. We create the
backbone that guarantees your devices are always connected.

VISIT US ONLINE!

GEEKSFL.COM
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HIGH PERFORMANCE
EXQUISITE FINISH DETAILS, COMFORT, CONVENIENCE AND SECURITY

LIGHTING DESIGN & CONTROLS

SMART CONTROLS
EXQUISITE FINISH DETAILS, COMFORT, CONVENIENCE AND SECURITY

Elegance and luxury are easier to achieve than ever, enabling
home owners to achieve massive energy savings. GT’s custom
designed lighting systems incorporate lighting controls like
dimmers, stylish keypads or touch panels, and allow you to set
the room to your optimal lighting preference. Scene presets
provide instant lighting adjustment for entertaining, relaxing,
reading, romance or any mood.

MOTORIZED WINDOW TREATMENTS
Acting as an effective shield against solar UV radiation, this is
the best protection your can choose for furniture and floors.
The added benefits are energy savings on heating and cooling,
increasing privacy and enhancing the interior décor. With an
endless choice of fabrics, GT crafts window treatments for any
preference – motorized shades, black-outs, drapes or blinds.

CLIMATE CONTROL – HVAC
Environmental controls for temperature and humidity are now
easier than ever with digital climate control solutions from GT.
With individual zone adjustments, intelligent intuitive controls
and integration with the lighting controls and motorized
windows treatments, you can enjoy the perfect indoor climate,
while saving power and resources.

SECURITY & VIDEO SURVEILLANCE
Best protection for your home or business comes from
selecting quality and reliable components, and adopting
security options to fit individual needs. GT’s security & video
surveillance systems are integrated with other systems in your
home such as lighting, shades, locks, and fire/CO detectors,
alowing for customized responses to various emergencies.

CALL TODAY FOR A FREE ESTIMATE!

(954) 661-0711
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TECHNOLOGY FOR HOME
We create smart homes for smart homeowners.
Sometimes we work one-on-one with the homeowner. Most
often, we create together with architects, interior designers,
and builders to incorporate top-of-the-line features into their
home design.

TECHNOLOGY DESIGN
WHITE GLOVE SERVICES FROM START TO FINISH. YOU’RE IN GOOD HANDS.

Each individual or integrated solution we install is customized
to provide comfort, convenience and control.
NEW CONSTRUCTION
CONCEPT DESIGN

REMODELING
RETROFITS

WORK & SCHOOL
Modern business runs on technology. Enterprise Automation
is the ultimate productivity enhancer.
As a regional leader in technology integration, we consistently provide unparalleled service to deliver easy-to-use, reliable, energysaving and aesthetically pleasing solutions. We work with the top vendors in the industry and are constantly sourcing the best products
and accessories available in a rapidly changing market.

Geeks of Technology customizes each corporate solution
based on your work environment, and designs scalable
solutions tailored to improve communications, enhance
security and control energy use.
BOARDROOMS

HOSPITALITY

CONFERENCE ROOMS

RETAIL

INTEGRATED BUILDING

MDUs

We are a dedicated service company. From design, automation and integration to ongoing client support, you’ll find us friendly,
knowledgeable and eager to explain or answer questions. That’s how we assure every GT client is smart about using and managing
their smart technology systems.

DISCOVERY

We listen to your needs, desires, life activities and interests. Our goal is to educate clients
on available options, and to define the project scope and budget requirements.

ENGINEERING

The proposed solution takes shape. Initial engineering drawings, specifications and a
proposal are generated. Additional customer preferences, revisions and annotations are
implemented, until the desired system functionality, aestethics and performance are met.

INSTALLATION

A multiple-phase process, starts with generating final drawings and documentation. Next is
cabling, furnishing equipment, installation and programming. Every step of the way, our
word class craftmen ensure that every system is built for long life reliability.

SUPPORT

We stand behind our installs, and are always happy to solve any issue your smart home
system is giving you. Our cloud-based system-health monitoring services ensure a smooth
system functionality and guarantee customers’ peace of mind.

CALL TODAY FOR A FREE ESTIMATE!

(954) 661-0711
Business Phone Systems

T H E ON LY L I M I T I S
YOU R I M AG I N AT I O N
Custom AudioVisual Design
Lighting & Climate Controls
Home Theaters & Media Rooms
Motorized Window Treatments
Integrated Enterprise Solutions
Building Management
Smart Amenities

GEEKS
of Technology

(954) 661-0711

HOLLYWOOD HEAD OFFICE

MIAMI OFFICE

2450 HOLLYWOOD BLVD.
STE. 504
HOLLYWOOD, FL 33020

150 SE 2nd Ave.
Ste. 300
MIAMI FL 33131

ACCREDITED
BUSINESS
®

